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Release Updates

The following are implemented in 4.56:

1. Change Requests implemented

2. General changes and
improvements 

3. Fixes

Change Requests Implemented
SCASFT CCN SC310 Removal of printers (12579)

Improvements to load external receivers from �le.
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SWASFT CCN SW2.001 - Safeguarding (11275)
Implementation of feedback and problems from end-user engagement and go-live

SWASFT CCN SW2.014 - Referral automation phase 1 (12836)
Implementation of automatic referrals to GPs. A mechanism was built to give the
user information that a referral was indicated and give them the possibility to
decide how to share the information with the GP. In case of death, the referral
would be done for information in all cases.

SWASFT CCN SW2.024 - Invasive BP and Temp V2 (12854)

The possibility to use invasive BP and temperature from the Zoll AED in MobiMed
was added

SWASFT CCN SW2.039 - Anonymized viewer (12862)
Added a web-based tool for accessing the anonymized reports. The reports are
identi�ed by searching on an incident number. When the correct record is
identi�ed and selected the correct anonymized report is shown.

SWASFT CCN SW2.052 - Archive searching (12856)
Updates to viewing historical records. Now the number of available records is
shown on the button so that the user doesn't have to open the dialog to know if
there are any historical records.

NIAS - ePCR updates after feedback (12170)

Functionality from the 4.55.1 patch was added to the main branch. Changes
consists of amendment to NIAS ePCR regarding ATMIST report, the algorithm of
indication of sepsis, etc.

Vestreviken - ePCR changes (12593)
A few updates on the customers ePR con�guration

Integrate with Bexen Cardio AED (11313)
A new plugin for the Bexen Cardio AED has been implemented.

General changes and improvements
Upload of zipped ePR con�guration can be done by the installer (13018)



Fixes
Fixed problem with prescribing medication Linköping HIA CWS (12984)

Fixed a conversion problem on Corpuls EtCO2 (12985)

Fixed issue with ePR con�guration validation at upload in AdminTool (12869)

Fixed issue with CAD integration con�guration (12877)

Fixed issue with download ePR con�guration as zip-�les (13032)

Fixed issue with sending email from the record where the ePR con�guration is
zipped (13033)

Installation and deployment
For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below
addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information
This is a commercial release on the following markets:
• Norway
• Sweden
• United Kingdom
• Italy

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information.
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